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OptixEQ Looks at the 2019 Breeders’ Cup Distaff (G1)  

By Frank R. Scatoni 

 
 

INTRO 

This year’s $2 million Breeders’ Cup Distaff (G1)—a 9-furlong main-track affair—has a very talented 

runner installed as the 6/5 morning-line favorite (Midnight Bisou), but there are plenty of quality girls in 

this field who can post the upset under the right circumstances, especially since the popular choice has not 

raced over this track since it’s been deep and heavy since the beginning of the Autumn meet. That said, if 

Midnight Bisou takes to the surface, she should prove tough because this gal has an inordinate will to 

win, coming into this race a perfect 7-for-7 this year. 

I am going to showcase some of the elements of the new OptixPLOT2020, but just so you know 

what the entire platform looks like, here is the OptixPLOT2020 page for this race: 

 

 
 

QuadPct 

Before we look at the field, let’s first examine the QuadPct, since it’s extremely important to understand 

how the field stacks up against each other in terms of where the winners typically come from on this track 

and at this distance. QuadPct, which can be found in the sliding V-Bar on the upper-right part of the 

OptixPLOT2020 platform, shows the relative strength of each horse’s position on both the “Standard” 

and “Surface/Distance” Plots. Using “0” as the base-line, you can quickly assess which runners plot 

favorably relative to their competition (i.e., the higher the bar is above “0”, the stronger the position). 

Note that you can also “show” or “hide” different categories, and that the data includes win percentage, 

exacta percentage, and in-the-money percentage, so you can really utilize this information when 
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structuring your vertical wagers. Before I even look at the Plot, I like to have this data available to give 

me a good sense of which horses should really garner my attention. 

Here is the QuadPct for this year’s 2019 Breeders’ Cup Distaff (G1): 

 

 
 

As you can see, both #4 MIDNIGHT BISOU and #11 BLUE PRIZE (ARG) are positive in all of the 

categories while the rest seem hit or miss depending on the Plot. We will walk through each runner, but 

it’s always good to familiarize yourself with the QuadPct before digging in deeper. 

 

OptixPLOT2020 

Here is the OptixPLOT2020 for this race. We’ve got a yellow PlotFit, which is fine; a “fire” 

Contention means several runners should contest the early lead, but a slow “019” SpeedRate means 

there won’t be a particularly fast pace, which means you don’t want to be too far back. There are no 

confirmed “C” closers in the race, so no one has to be too far back—which means it will be up to the 

jocks on the “PC” presser/closers to decide how aggressive they want to be depending on the unfolding 

pace scenario in front of them. 

 

 
 

The OptixRPM—which categorizes each horse’s run style and gives a positive, negative, or neutral 

designation based on the horse’s Plot position—shows a negative “red” marking for only one runner in 

the field, #8 LA FORCE (GER), who is a presser/closer who will likely be too far back while not having 

the strongest finishing ability in the bunch (i.e., she’s a small circle). All of the others plot well in 

accordance with their preferred run style. 

 You’ll also see an OptixFIGRANGE, which projects the winning figure for the race (99-105), so 

you want to find horses who have either run in that range or project to. 

 

Now let’s look at the Plot itself: 
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OptixPLOT2020 shows both the “Standard” and “Surface/Distance” Plots side-by-side, so you can easily 

see which horses change position based on the various factors used to create the Plot. In this case, the 

Plots are comparable with only some small changes that shouldn’t affect the interpretation of the race. 

 

PAST 3 RUNLINES 

You can access full past-performance data by clicking the “OptixGRID” button in the header, but it’s 

nice to have the most recent form-cycle information readily available right here in the OptixPLOT2020 

page. The fields for the “Past 3 Runlines” are pretty self-explanatory, but do note that there is a new 

category called “OptixALERTS,” which calls out positive form-cycle notes by hovering over the data. 
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Horse-by-Horse Analysis Using OptixPLOT2020 

Note: for more detailed trip-note information where applicable, you can go to OptixGRID and click on 

the Extended Comments. 

 

#1 PARADISE WOODS (5/1) hasn’t run an OptixFIG fast enough in her last three races, and as you 

can see by her race two back, she’s a bit of an in-and-outer. She’s capable of some really nice 

performances, but she’s capable of some duds as well. She does not plot favorably as a circle among other 

circles in Q1, and her QuadPct is all negative in relation to the rest of the field. The rail draw is also a 

hindrance because this gal has always been her own worst enemy: the second something goes wrong 

during a race, she loses the plot, so if she gets stuck behind horses or finds herself in an uncomfortable 

position, she’ll pack it in pretty quickly. Because of the rail draw, I would expect Cedillo to just gun hard 

and get out of Dodge as fast as he can—and then hope for the best. Her best race is good enough to win, 

but I think she’s just too much of a headcase to back with any sort of confidence in a big full field. 

 

#2 OLLIE’S CANDY (15/1) looks a lot like Paradise Woods on the Plot and in terms of OptixFIGS, so 

she’s going to need a career-best to get the job done today. That said, she did earn a nice PREP? keyword 

out of her last race, where she wasn’t given the best ride, tracking from off the pace before making an 

early move into the race only to flatten out late. Before that, she showed a lot of GRIT to win the 

Clement L. Hirsch (G1) at Del Mar. She’s always been a versatile sort, and it wouldn’t shock me if she 

ran much better today, since I have to think that Sadler will have her fully cranked for a career-best effort 

with his main-man Rosario taking the call. She’s an interesting long-shot possibility. 

 

#3 STREET BAND (10/1) is a 3-year-old who has run a faster OptixFIG in each of her last three starts, 

suggesting she’s a progressive type who is continuing to improve. That said, she doesn’t have the 

strongest finishing ability, and her best races have come against 3-year-olds only while racing at Parx and 

Indiana Grand. This is a whole new ballgame, since she’ll not only have to turn the tables on a few who 

have beaten her but also take on some quality older ladies. On the plus side, her trainer has always done 

nice work with fillies, so maybe this gal is peaking at the right time—but she will need some marked 

improvement to beat the best in here. 

 

#4 MIDNIGHT BISOU (6/5) has no significant knocks other than not having a recent race over the 

track—but she’s been out here for a month, getting in some solid works over the deep surface. She’s a big 

square on the Plot, though she does seem to be sitting a little low, so Smith will have to make sure he 

doesn’t leave her with too much to do in a race that shouldn’t have a fast pace. That said her QuadPct 

graph is strongly positive in all categories, so she stacks up extremely well against this competition. She’s 

run some big OptixFIGS, but what’s most telling about her ability is that GRIT keyword that shows up 

twice in her last two races. She’s a perfect 7-for-7 this year, and the only consideration is her short price. 

 

#5 DUNBAR ROAD (6/1), the first Chad Brown entrant, is a 3-year-old filly who plots really well on 

“Surface/Distance” and very similar to Midnight Bisou on “Standard,” so she must be considered a 

potential upsetter based on that info alone. Her recent OptixFIG of 99 is right there (and she’s run 100 

before as well), and that tells me that this 3-year-old can be very dangerous with any maturity from her 

third-place finish in the Spinster (G1) until now. The Spinster (G1) was her first try against elders, and 

she was right there before tiring a bit late while racing on the worst part of the Keeneland track. There is 

upside here, and any horse who earns a BURST comment on the dirt (like she did three back) clearly has 

a lot of ability. 
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#6 WOW CAT (CHI), the second Chad Brown runner, is right there on the Plot with both her stablemate 

and Midnight Bisou, but there doesn’t seem to be much more room for improvement here with this 5-

year-old who has now lost to Midnight Bisou twice in a row. That said, she was against the rail bias 

(X_BIAS) two back, while last time there was some bumping between the two foes. She’s certainly 

worthy of use in your exotics, since she finished second in this race last year (as my top selection) ahead 

of Midnight Bisou, but she’s just a blue-collar mare who will need the flashier ones to misfire in order to 

get the win. 

 

#7 SECRET SPICE (10/1) has tactical speed, so she’ll get a good forwardly placed trip—but she’s had 

really good trips in each of her last two races, and yet she wasn’t good enough to get the job done, losing 

to two of today’s foes. What’s most disconcerting, however, is that SHORTER? keyword that keeps 

cropping up for her, since she’s now been beaten three races in a row at 8.5-furlongs, giving up the lead 

each time to run second. I was kind of hoping she’d go in the Filly & Mare Sprint (G1) because I thought 

she would be dangerous on the cutback to 7-furlongs, but her connections instead have double-downed 

and stretched her out even further! The two best races of her life have come at a mile, so unless she gets a 

perfectly timed ride by Velazquez, where he gets her nose on the wire without her having to look another 

foe in the eye, then I think she’s best used for underneath, if at all. 

 

#8 LA FORCE (GER) (30/1) doesn’t Plot well as a small circle in Q4, and both her OptixRPM 

designation and QuadPct data are negative. She’s a cool mare who has danced a lot of dances and picked 

up a lot of minor awards, but even a fourth-place finish seems like a bit of a stretch here against these gal 

(she ran eighth in this race last year). 

 

#9 SERENGETI EMPRESS (12/1) is a 3-year-old who has some good early zip, so I’m sure Prat will 

get her over into good position right from the bell. Unfortunately, it’s going to be tough to wire this 

quality field, especially as a big circle in a contentious Q1. She does have a recent OptixFIG that would 

make her very competitive in here (104), but that came in a 7-furlong race, so it’s apples to oranges. I will 

say that I thought her performance in the Kentucky Oaks (G1) this May was one of the better 

performances I’ve seen all year, setting a ridiculously fast pace and never stopping—but she’s winless 

since then, and I don’t like all of the red keywords from her recent races: NO_FINISH, HARD, BIAS. 

She also has to face elders for the first time while also trying to beat Street Band, who has gotten the 

measure of her twice. All in all, she seems in tough today. 

 

#10 MO SEE CAL (30/1) has speed, and she’ll have to gun hard from out here and look to keep the 

pressure on her inside foe as they both look to gain position early. She too is a big circle in a contentious 

Q1, and that is going to make things difficult for a gal just beat N2X runners last time. Plus, while most 

runners have spent the second half of the year pointing to this spot, this really seems like an afterthought 

for this gal. 

 

#11 BLUE PRIZE (ARG) (6/1) is a quality race mare who has positive QuadPct attributes and looks 

solid on the Plot. She’s also fast enough and classy enough to be a threat here—but I’m expecting some 

regression today. Two back, she earned a HARD keyword—and even though she still came back to win 

the Spinster (G1) in gritty fashion, she had won that race before, so I have to think her connections were 

really looking to peak during that race. She followed the same pattern last year and was a little flat in the 

Distaff (G1), finishing fourth while having to break from a tough outside post that day as well. I can’t 
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really knock such a professional racehorse, but the post and form-cycle negatives make me want to peg 

her as an exotics candidate only. 

 

CONCLUSION 

No doubt, #4 MIDNIGHT BISOU is a legitimate and deserving favorite whose will to win is incredible—

but it’s tough to take a short price in such a big field, especially since a few others Plot just as good as she 

does, and there is the fact that you just don’t know if she’ll like the new heavy main track (despite her 

previous stellar record here at Santa Anita). I’m interested in #5 DUNBAR ROAD (who also hasn’t been 

over the track but who will be six times the price) as a possible win bet and to be used with #4 

MIDNIGHT BISOU (on top and bottom) and with the other big squares keyed underneath: #2 OLLIE’S 

CANDY, #6 WOW CAT (CHI), #11 BLUE PRIZE (ARG).  


